Microscale vapour diffusion for protein crystallization.
The development of new crystallization platforms via the application of high-throughput technologies has delivered a plethora of crystallization plates suitable for robot-driven and manual setups. However, practically all these plates (except for microfluidic channel chips) are based on a very similar design and well (precipitant):drop (protein) volume ratios. A new type of crystallization plate (microplate) has therefore been developed and tested that still employs the classical vapour-diffusion technique but minimizes the precipitant well volume to 1.2 microl for a 150 nl protein drop setup. This enables a very significant saving on the total bulk of the crystallization screen, hence allowing the application of new, rare and expensive solutions in automated crystallization-screening procedures. Additionally, owing to the very low drop:well volume ratio, the new microplate can significantly accelerate the equilibrium time necessary for crystal nucleation and growth, in many cases shortening the high-throughput crystallization screening process to a few hours.